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In the beginning

    Alpha, Beta, Hedge Funds and Risk Premia

Over the past few decades, the notion of investment alpha 
has evolved considerably (See Figure 1). As research into 
the underlying drivers of investment returns progressed, 
the portion of total investment returns attributed to 
manager skill was progressively eroded. First, the 
emergence of capitalization-weighted market indices 
made it possible to strip out from total manager returns 
the beta component attributable to the general movement 
of stock and bond markets. Then, further investigation 
showed that part of the remaining alpha was in fact the 
result of exposures taken by managers, intentionally 
or not, to a series of other structural market risks. For 
example, a portion of manager returns might result from 
being overweight small cap stocks versus large caps or 
value versus growth stocks, because it had been shown 
that over the long run, the first member of each of these 
pairs outperforms the other.

Since the earliest days of hedge funds, alternative 
investment returns have been similarly dissected. The initial 
seminal insight behind hedge fund strategies was that it 
was possible to insulate specific investment opportunities 
from unwanted risks, by hedging these risks out. Taking 
long-short equities as an example, since general market 
direction is hedged out, a simple regression using market 
indices may show little or no relationship between the 

performance of such a fund and the market beta. Therefore, 
went the thinking, whatever is left is alpha attributable to 
manager skill.

In the aftermath of the implosion of the dot-com bubble, 
during the 2000-2002 period, hedge funds continued to 
produce positive returns even as broader markets declined. 
This sparked strong interest for hedge funds beyond their 
traditional high-net-worth investor base, leading them to 
become an accepted part of institutional asset allocation 
discussions. Because hedge funds generated high alpha with 
respect to reference markets, their strategies commanded 
higher fees. These high fees have persisted through time, 
as there were heretofore no lower-cost alternatives.
However, just as we saw happen with traditional stock and 
bond returns, research and experience have now shown that 
a significant portion of hedge fund returns are themselves 

not properly attributable to manager alpha, but rather 
represent premia collected for being exposed to certain 
risks that are inherent in the structure of various markets 
and instruments. These latest slices taken out of hedge 
fund alpha are now called alternative risk premia, or ARP. 
These premia are “alternative”, because strategies aiming 
to capture them always involve some form of hedging.
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Figure 1 Source: LumX Asset Management (Suisse) SA For illustrative purposes only.

An Introduction to Alternative Risk Premia Strategies

Alternative Risk Premia investing has grown in popularity among global institutional investors, led by Nordic pension 
funds. Although not a new idea, it is still not yet well understood. The purpose of this paper is to provide a brief 
introduction to the basic premise of alternative risk premia, the potential benefits for pension fund allocators in terms 
of diversification, transparency and cost, and highlight the potential issues that investors should watch out for when 
considering a risk premia allocation.
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    Delivery of low-cost systematic strategies

From the early 90s, investment banks began providing 
quantitative investment strategies (QIS), in the form of 
tailored indices, that sought to harvest these structural 
risk-factor returns, with several banks building up large 
businesses delivering these to investors. In time, based 
on their acquired knowledge and experience, a number 
of these major actors decided to make risk-factor based 
quantitative strategies more widely available by moving 
away from bespoke offerings and re-packaging them as 
standard ARP products. Their focus was on risk premia 
with sound academic underpinnings, which they put 
forward as capturing the underlying drivers of hedge fund 
returns, and therefore, as being able to replace hedge 
funds in investor portfolios.

A strong motivation for the ongoing rapid development of 
investment bank ARP offerings came from Scandinavian 
investors, particularly Norges Bank, who realised 
the ineffectiveness of the traditional asset allocation 
diversification framework in times of stress. An 
influential paper published in 20091, showed that the 
correlation that hurt portfolios in 2008 was not due to 
asset classes, but to risk factor exposures, which were not 
sufficiently diversified. Also, the analysis revealed that 
these risk factors were consistent over time and had long-
term positive expected returns. The paper concluded that 
the Norges fund should invest along factor dimensions 
rather than asset classes. The “Norway Model”2 quickly 
spread to other institutions in Scandinavia, who then 
asked investment banks to provide them with solutions 
that could complement their internal asset management 
capabilities in implementing factor-based investment 
approaches.

The trend premium was the first to become widely 
available to investors, without the burden of hedge funds 
fees, through generic products with much lower fee 
structures. Medium-term trend following, the simplest of 
the managed-futures strategies, was delivered to investors 
by asset managers for half the fees or less, because it was 
the least capacity constrained methodology in their book. 
AQR, GSA and others developed multi-billion-dollar 
offerings in the space, crowding out any strategy that did 
not justify higher fees with better risk-adjusted returns, a 
very different investment time frame, or a specific market 
reach.

    The explosion of risk premia offerings

At the same time, many funds-of-funds and hedge funds 
felt the pressure on fees and needed to find alternatives in 
the face of persistent demands for greater transparency 
and liquidity. Risk premia promised lower fees, perfect 
transparency and daily liquidity. This had the double effect 
of allowing existing investors to switch to such strategies 
easily, and of allowing others, who could not invest in 
hedge funds for various reasons, to access the necessary 

diversification benefits of alternative investments.

In the last five years, the ARP offering has expanded 
exponentially. Intense academic production has now 
“identified” hundreds of risk premia, and trading methods 
developed to capture them have flourished, causing 
investment volumes to soar. A recent survey3 indicates 
a total notional value of ARP investments of USD 300 
billion, having grown 30% in a year, while smart beta 
is close to USD 1 trillion. Expectations are for the 
allocation to ARP and smart beta to continue to increase 
at 15% to 25% a year, mirroring the rapid expansion of 
ETFs and ETPs in the long-only investment world in the 
previous decade.

The current landscape, what premia and 
how to access them

    The Premia Matrix

Looking at the investment universe through a risk factor 
prism greatly extends the range of possibilities. Table 1 
shows our current view of the ARP universe and highlights 
both the breadth of risk premia types and the asset classes 
in which they can be harvested. ARP providers implement 
different trading methodologies to capture a given 
premium in a given asset class, which provides another 
layer of diversification that further expands the available 
universe and allows the smoothing out of idiosyncratic 
model risk in the pursuit of a specific premium.

Our database tracks close to 2’000 single ARP indices, 
across 13 strategies and five asset classes. In all, that 
is 42 ARP across 12 providers, and is by no means 
exhaustive.

In assessing the potential benefits of ARP for investors, 
several important questions must be answered: To 
what extent should we consider each of the myriad 
of available ARP as unique? Are they all useful for 
portfolio construction, or even simply for investment? 
Are they genuinely collecting a risk premium or are they 
only quantitative constructions that happen to have had 
positive returns in a back test?

In responding to these questions, we will separate the 
discussion into two sections. First, we will discuss 
the proper purpose of ARP investing, considering the 

1 A. Ang, W. Goetzmann, S. Schaefer, Evaluation of Active Management of the Norwegian Government Pension Fund – Global (2009, Report to the Norwegian Ministry of Finance)
2 D. Chambers, E. Dimson, A. Ilmanen, The Norway Model (2012, Journal of Portfolio Management, Vol. 38, No. 2, pages 67–81)
3 A. Suhonen, B. Campbell, Systematic Factor Market Review (2017, MJ Hudson Allenbridge)
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investment objective of the investor and the role ARP 
are expected to play in the overall portfolio allocation. 
Second, we will discuss the suitability of the systematic 
approaches, their pitfalls and how to handle them.

What portfolio for what purpose? Risk-taking, 
diversification and hedging

The ARP world is rich and varied, and thus provides un-
limited possibilities for implementation, depending on in-
vestors’ utility functions, objectives, constraints and regu-
latory framework. ARP can be used as a risk-taking tool, 
or to achieve an explicit diversification objective within an 
existing portfolio, or as portfolio components expected to 
mitigate the impact of adverse market conditions. A clear 
definition of the ARP mandate is, therefore, key to the 
investment decision.

 � Risk seeking

The most appropriate ARP for risk-seeking are the 
higher volatility strategies that tend to be more di-
rectional or cyclical, in the more volatile asset classes 
such as commodities and equities.  Portfolio alloca-
tions to trend-following or mean-reversion, as well as 
volatility selling, are good examples. The aim is to 
replace some of the existing directional positions in 
the portfolio with strategies that either have a high 
carry component if markets are expensive (volatility 
selling) or that can adapt to different market condi-
tions while exhibiting a similar drawdown profile than 
the replaced asset (an example would be substituting 
a trend-following ARP allocation for a directional eq-
uity exposure).

Since most ARP largely hedge out their market risk, 
it seems counterintuitive to try to establish a direc-
tional allocation through such strategies. Indeed, the 
possibilities for achieving this are limited, so we rec-
ommend broader portfolios that gain directional ex-
posure through a mix of different approaches. These 
strategies are more suited to hedge fund replacement, 
for strategies like trend following and some global 
macro, and for equity replacement, volatility selling 
being the most common example in recent years.

 � Diversification

What investors demand of alternative investments 
is diversification, a loose definition of portfolio en-
hancement. Low correlation and positive expected 
returns are what provide the marginal alternative 
investment with diversification power, lowering vola-
tility and providing a more dynamic allocation that 
is typically better able to survive over long cycles. 
Diversification doesn’t mean negative correlation. 
It means independence over time, and not having a 
structural exposure to whatever needs to be diversi-
fied away. In a typical pension fund portfolio, this 
includes long bond and equity exposures, so that any 
premia that have no structural beta or duration expo-
sure, or any combination of premia that can mitigate 

such exposures, represent effective diversifiers. 

In our view, the purpose of a portfolio of ARP is in-
deed diversification. A diversified cross-asset portfo-
lio of alternative premia is the best way to achieve 
this diversification, as it will be more robust and less 
susceptible to timing decisions. Whilst ARP are cycli-
cal, many are very difficult to time or trade. Experi-
ence shows that the marginal expected returns from 
short term timing of ARP, net of costs, are not worth 
the associated risks, whereas cyclical adjustments add 
value over time. Hence, it is important to identify the 
ARP investible universe and then elaborate a robust 
methodology to allocate to them on an efficient risk-
adjusted basis that adjusts its exposures over time.

 � Hedging

Hedging is the next stage of diversification, where 
an ARP basket is not only independent of the bal-
ance of the portfolio, but also does very well in con-
ditions that are adverse to the remaining portfolio 
positions. Hedging and tail hedging are vast topics in 
and of themselves, and our long experience suggests 
that any systematic or passive strategy is inferior to  
actively managed solutions. The main reasons for 
this are the path-dependent nature of option strate-
gies, as well as the herd mentality and agency biases 
of investors, which lead them to the same markets 
for hedging, driving up the price of protection. This 
is confirmed by the fact that VIX and S&P optional-
ity are the most expensive ways to hedge against a 
market disruption, yet they are also the most liquid.

The impact of these costs is significant and is of-
ten underestimated. Hence the back test of an ARP 
portfolio comprising systematic strategies focused 
on long volatility positions and tail hedges may look 
perfectly adapted to historical market behaviour, but 
it suffers from a highly optimised methodology and 
fails as soon as it goes live and the real-world path 
changes. Figure 2  provides a striking illustration of 

4The indices are based on 1200+ algorithms offered by investment banks available on LumX’s Risk Premia database and are clustered by asset class, style and strategy depending on 
the relevance.  For each index, two version are calculated: Live and Backtest (BKT). The same universe of algorithms is used for each BKT and Live index version. However, BKT indices 
encompass performance of algorithms before their respective live date while Live indices only contain algorithm’s performance after Live date. The performance is then simply calculated 
using an equally-weighted allocation rebalanced daily. From 1/3/12 to 31/5/17. The period chosen is due to the dearth of live track records before 2012 and the prevalence of live track 
records post May 2017.
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this phenomenon. We have taken the performance 
data published for 1’200 Equity Volatility ARP over 
the period March 2012 to May 2017. The portion of 
each ARP’s track record that is back-tested is added 
to the first series (BKT) and the portion represent-
ing live trading is added to second one (Live). The 
difference between the back-tested and live perfor-
mance and risk characteristics of this large sample 
of strategies is telling and requires little additional 
comment. 

A mix of actively managed investment strategies fo-
cused on tail hedging, with a bias towards long-term 
volatility opportunities in all assets and regions, is 
the better way to capture a large systemic event, 
with an acceptable negative carry accruing in the 
meantime. Successful active management of such a 
mix is highly dependent on skill and infrastructure 
and cannot be replicated in index form.

Portfolio Construction and Risk Management 
– Focus on the correlations!

Our preference goes to diversified portfolios of ARP. The 
traditional view on diversification is linked to a law of di-
minishing returns, whereby marginal investments do not 
diversify a portfolio after 5-10 positions if they are cor-
related, and that diversification aims only to diversify idi-
osyncratic risk. But how does this threshold change if the 
assets are uncorrelated? If risk-adjusted ratios, such as 
the Sharpe ratio (calculated as the asset’s real return over 
its standard deviation), of live track records need to be 
discounted, what does this mean in terms of portfolio con-
struction? The main driver of portfolio diversification is 
correlation, not the Sharpe ratio. In Figure 3, we see from 
the grey line that with assets that have zero correlation 
and a Sharpe ratio of 0.3, diversification benefits continue 
asymptotically well past 10 positions, while the blue line, 
which comprises assets with a correlation of 0.6 and a 
Sharpe ratio of 0.8, sees no diversification benefits, flat-
lining after 7 positions.

Hence, as ARP are added to a portfolio, the challenge is 
less to ensure that the risk-adjusted returns of the added 
ARP remain high, than to ensure that they continue to 
diversify each other.

This is fortunate because predicting the ongoing risk-ad-
justed return for a back-tested underlying is fraught with 
many challenges. Typically, based on our long experience 
with simulated track records, both our own and those of 
managers, our expectation is that Sharpe ratios typically 
fall by half after the program begins live trading. To test 
this premise, we have conducted a study, presented below, 
that compares the live and back-tested portions of index 
track-records, broken out by strategies. We would expect 
some strategies to be more immune to deterioration than 
others, mainly due to the inherent path dependency of 
some strategies or markets.

Table 2 shows the result on a sample of the strategy uni-
verse of ARP. Indeed, Sharpe ratios fall by around half in 
most instances, with notable exceptions on both sides. We 
have already mentioned tail strategies, and the same can 
be found over the period for short volatility and commod-
ity strategies. Conversely some remain stable throughout, 
namely cross-asset trend and interest rates carry. 

One important point to note, that will be important as we 
later discuss risk management, is that while the Sharpe 
ratio may deteriorate when strategies go live, their vola-
tility tends to remain stable. Higher statistical moments, 
such as skewness and kurtosis, depend on the type of strat-
egy and the period considered and require careful analysis.

For us to consider a strategy as investible, the stability of 
correlations is as important as the observed stability in 
volatility, when comparing back-tested data to live per-
formance. Table 3 confirms that, in general, correlations 
are low for both periods, and do not change significantly 
in magnitude or direction once ARP go live. This is reas-
suring since we have seen that risk-adjusted performance 
tends to deteriorate after ARP go live, but not their diver-
sification benefits, if correlations remain low.
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Commodity Carry 2.2% 1.9% 0.8 4.0% -1.7% -0.4 (149%)
Commodity Trend 4.2% 1.4% 0.3 6.5% 0.6% 0.1 (72%)
Commodity Value 3.2% 3.3% 1.0 5.7% -0.8% -0.1 (113%)
Commodity Volatility Carry 3.4% 2.9% 0.8 5.6% -1.4% -0.3 (131%)
Cross-Asset Trend 7.2% 5.9% 0.8 4.2% 4.1% 1.0 18.%)
Equity Event 2.5% 4.8% 1.9 3.4% 2.9% 0.9 (55%)
Equity Mean Reversion 5.2% 4.4% 0.8 6.6% 1.6% 0.2 (71%)
Equity Risk Premia 1.5% 2.5% 1.7 2.8% 2.4% 0.8 (51%)
Equity Volatility Carry 5.6% 7.9% 1.4 4.5% 2.7% 0.6 (58%)
FX Carry 5.4% 1.0% 0.2 5.2% -0.8% -0.2 (190%)
FX Value 3.2% 3.1% 1.0 2.0% 0.3% 0.1 (86%)
FX Volatility Carry 3.4% 3.1% 0.9 4.8% 1.8% 0.4 (59%)
Interest Rates Carry 2.8% 2.1% 0.8 2.0% 1.7% 0.9 15.%)
Interest Rates Trend 2.5% 1.3% 0.5 1.2% 0.1% 0.1 (80%)
Interest Rates Value 3.2% 1.3% 0.4 1.6% 0.2% 0.1 (73%)
Interest Rates Volatility Carry 1.8% 2.5% 1.4 1.8% 1.3% 0.7 (49%)
Credit Multi 1.6% 2.6% 1.6 3.3% 4.0% 1.2 (26%)

4.1% 11.2% 2.72 4.5% 4.7% 1.05

Table 2 Source Source LumX Asset Management (Suisse) SA 5 1/1/12 to 31/5/17
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 � Portfolio Construction and Transparency – position-
level transparency is essential

If correlations and volatilities are stable, then should 
we not be able to use a simple risk-parity allocation 
methodology, whereby volatility defines the weights 
of each premia, adjusted for correlations? We do not 
advocate using such a methodology for a broad port-
folio, mainly because volatility is not a good repre-
sentation of risk for strategies that have non-normal 
return patterns, such as volatility selling. This can 
be mitigated to some extent by using more sophis-
ticated statistical techniques that better represent 
the strategies’ true risk profiles, but the most effec-
tive solution by far is to gain access to full portfolio 
transparency.

Figure 4 shows the difference in the return distribu-
tion for a given ARP when it is based on the pre-
mium’s historical track record, compared to when 
it is derived from a Monte-Carlo simulation based 
on the characteristics of all the underlying positions 
held. In other words, the graph compares a historical 
distribution with a position-based one. Visually, the 
tracked-based distribution looks normal while the 
position-based one has a left skew, showing that tail 
risks are larger for this strategy than the historical 
track-record would suggest.

Position level transparency is therefore useful for ex-

ante risk estimation and helps in the portfolio con-
struction process.

 � Risk Management

Transparency is key for risk management. A portfolio 
of ARP can add up to thousands of single positions, if 
only through investment in equity risk premia diver-
sifying across all regions, sectors and market caps. 
Hence the ability to aggregate, clean, analyse and de-
liver this information in a seamless process is essen-
tial. Some banks can provide position-level informa-
tion on their ARP, and a number of external providers 
have also solved this problem. Our recommendation is 
that no serious investment in ARP should be consid-
ered without access to actionable position-level infor-
mation that can be consolidated at the portfolio level.

5 The risk weighted portfolio is based on an inverse-volatility scaled allocation of the 17 indices. The portfolio return is then scaled to target a 5% volatility.

Table 3 Source LumX Asset Management (Suisse) SA 1/1/12 to 31/5/17
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    Cost benefits?

ARP are certainly not free, but they do provide access to 
alternative returns for a fraction of the cost of a hedge fund 
portfolio. Specifically, ARP typically do not charge manage-
ment and incentive fees, which are replaced by transaction 
fees and financing costs. Although these may seem high, they 
are explicit, whereas in a fund, these same costs are, for 
now, hidden in the fund’s NAV. Also, the management of a 
hedge fund portfolio gives rise to due diligence and monitor-
ing costs that need to be considered. These are made explicit 
when paying fund-of-fund fees, but must also be counted as 
part of the operational cost of running an alternative portfo-
lio in-house, leading to effective TERs of over 5%, counting 
performance fees.

Whether ARP are delivered in the form of managed portfo-
lios of indices or of hedge fund managers, pressure on fees 
and liquidity terms will continue for hedge funds that are 
not seen as adding significant value, especially in the case of 
multi-strategy funds. However, hedge fund strategies contin-
ue to be the best way to gain access to certain decorrelated 
returns that are not amenable to harvesting through ARP. 
Examples include strategies that trade in all time frames 
and asset classes; global macro methodologies that capture 
liquidity premia in structured and corporate credit as well as 
distressed and restructuring event-driven situations. These 
strategies will continue to add significant value and repre-
sent a useful complement to liquid ARP strategies, as can 
some long short equity strategies, depending on their scope, 
flexibility and, of course, their performance added value.

   

 Transparency, its use and its burden

Since ARP are either portfolios or indices comprising 
many underlying positions, obtaining transparency on 
position level information is a key added value. The prac-
ticalities of regularly gathering position information on 
a thousand or more long and short positions comprising 
numerous listed derivatives, resolving input file inconsist-
encies, cleaning the data, and then consolidating, analys-
ing and presenting results to users in a usable format, 
represent a daunting challenge. But effective solutions to 
meet this challenge exist and we see this transparency as 
an integral part of a robust investment process as well 
as an important tool that allows investors to understand 
and gain comfort with their exposures. 

Having the ability to consider aggregated data and then 
drill down to each position, is essential to building trust 
in the portfolio’s structure and its likely behaviour in 
various market conditions. Investors can monitor the 
adequacy of a portfolio with respect to its mandate, 
while the portfolio manager can control risks at the ex-
posure rather than at the premium level, providing an 
unmatched ability to correct unwanted exposures that 
may be accumulating in the portfolio.

But such transparency also brings responsibilities. In-
vestors are confronted with the reality of the risks in 
their portfolio, which may sometime prove to be an in-
convenient truth. The designated fiduciary must have in 
place a rigorous review and feedback process to handle 
this detailed risk information for the benefit of the plan.

Table 4 Source: LumRisk SA

Transparency and costs, the big winners of ARP
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Conclusion

Since 2010 the availability of liquid, transparent and cheaper alternatives to hedge fund portfolios has expanded 
exponentially, driven in part by initial acceptance by Scandinavian pension funds. Both investment banks and hedge 
fund managers have developed an offering of ARP, inspired by the success of passive investments vehicles in ETFs 
and smart beta. ARP investments are by nature systematic and rules-based, and therefore require careful analysis. 
Because their live history can be short, they are prone to survivorship bias - live portfolios today have no more than 
three years of a track record. 

Portfolio construction needs to take into consideration the non-normal characteristics of ARP and their cyclical 
nature. Though they are very difficult to time over short time frames, they lend themselves to multi-quarter realloca-
tions. A key additional benefit of ARP is the position-level transparency they can provide. All ARP investors should 
make maximum use of this transparency, given the significant benefits it provides for portfolio control and for build-
ing trust and acceptance of the investment.

Given the current environment of low yields on traditional asset classes, and continual pressure to reduce the per-
ceived high cost of active managers and hedge funds, pension fund allocators and those with fiduciary responsibili-
ties, have a duty to properly examine the potential impact of ARP on their portfolios. The nature of ARP, their strong 
portfolio construction and diversification characteristics, as well as enhanced liquidity and cost-saving benefits, mean 
that they cannot be ignored.
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